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Smart Workspace Max11 
Flexible combination, Easy to con gure

Want fast and nice? It's Max11!

Max11 includes 5 features: 
1.Su cient inventory. 
2.Stable structure.   
3.Modular felxibly 
4.Easy to assemble 
5.Cost-E ective. 

With it's adequate inventory and exible produciton line, can satisfy 
fast shipping needs.  
After development and testing for a long time, the structure and 
quality control can be assured. Easy to assemble, cost e ective. 
The modular workstations, can be con gured to your needs by the 
amount of people collaborating together. 
With it's concise look, simple design and neutral color, can adapt to 
di erent workspaces.



Max11 design inspiration comes from the 
"Wanshou tripod of China" , in which the 
steady shape and profound culture 
background impress the designer deeply.
 
Max11, the combination of acient art and 
modern simple style, express the postive life 
attitude of "enjoy working, enjoy life". The 
traditional culture is integrated into the 
mordern office furniture, which is the essence 
of Max11 design, to use mordern design to 
relfect China's traditional culuture. 
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 Staff Workstation System



The workstaion is set up with storage 
cabinet ,not only can use to store files, 
but also can add a sense of privacy.Benching workstation
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It’s a decorating part , 
also it’s where the wire is routed buckling board for wire





Two persons workstation



Benching workstation



It fits for the planning for big open space with 
the center of management it.

can take use of the space very well and can 
create a uniform business environment which is 
easy to identify and manage.

It fits for the planning for big open space with 
the center of management. It can take use of 
the space very well and can create a uniform 
business environment which is easy to identify 
and manage.

Bench Workstation
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Manager Desk



Max11 executive desk, the same design element 
which is produced with superior material and 
technique. The desk includes office furniture for 
file cabinet, guest meeting and conference 
meeting. With it's exquisite color, can make the 
space out of ordinary. 



Fresh colour combination
Simple,mordern and steady design
Desk comes with side cabinet, more 
convenient to storage

Executive desk
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Max11 sofa is simple and modern, with 
clear lines and steady structure, which add a 
bussiness sense .The match of fabric, wood 
and metal highlight the sense of quality. 
Every inch is taken care of in details, to 
indicate the exquisiteness of this product. 



Max11 meeting table, the wire can be 
accessed from the worksurface and 
mid leg, can satisfy with the small and 
medium-sized conference needs.



Element list 
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